Interversion
Our expertise

“
Beyond the design, the value and the quality
of the final product is based above all on the expertise of the
craftsmen who realize it.
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High-end furniture / Custom made

Our mission

Custom made

Our mission since 1988 has been to
promote local design.

Interversion has an in-house team
of designers and craftsmen who will
assist you throughout the creation
and manufacturing process
according to your needs and budget.
By leveraging our expertise, we offer
several options and opportunities
to satisfy the increasing demands
of our customers, whether you are
a company, designer, decorator,
architect, or just a passionate
customer.

As a producer, we develop our own
products line showcasing various
talented Montreal’s designers. From
the design, to manufacturing in our
local workshop, to marketing the
final product.
The furniture we produce are
characterized by exemplary mastery of traditional and contemporary
woodworking techniques. We are
commited to the manufacture of
quality, authentic, original and
durable through the application of
our extended expertise and responsible manufacturing methods.

Whether you need a durable
custom-made piece for your home
or office, Interversion can help you
turn it into reality by introducing you
to local craftsmen. After the initial
needs and budget analysis, our
team will provide you with a host of
personalized solutions. We’ll assist
you in many ways including taking
the measurements, drafting
preliminary plans, sketching 3D
drawings, and material selection.
You can even bring your own
designers or resources and we’ll
gladly collaborate with them to
make your project a success.
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Veto. Design: Étienne Dugal
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High-end furniture / Custom made

Our expertise

Our solid wood

Our processed wood

As quality and durability are our
main focus, we take necessary
precautions to prevent our solid
wood furniture from bending or
cracking throughout time.

High-quality furniture in veneered
wood is possible. It’s the quality and
the origin of the transformed
materials that are used that makes
the difference.

The use of North American hard
wood, the computer-controlled Kiln
drying and the storage of our wood
in a humidity-controlled warehouse
are part of the precautions we
consider necessary to fullfill our
commitment and dedication to our
clients.

That is why, when we assemble
from chipboard veneer, we use
transformed local products
processed by the local industry.
We also personally choose, one by
one, the veneer at our local
supplier, favoring those that
respond to our crtiteria of a perfect
wood grain. The experience thaught
us that this approach was the best
one.

We are proud to say that we
purchase our wood only from
“certified by the forest
Sterward-ship” (FSC) supplier.
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We believe in the expertise of our
local suppliers and in their
high-quality control.
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High-end furniture / Custom made

Our hardware

Our finishes

We only use European hardware,
since we believe that copies don’t
equal in quality and durability
the original pieces that you migh
encounter on our furniture.

The natural hard oil that we use
to finish our furniture is ecological
and the same time resistant. Its
composition made of wax and
oil protects and hydrates the wood,
while sublimating its natural
grain. The oil isn’t only
characterized by it’s natural state,
meaning being biodregradable
and environmental friendly, it is
also defined by being resistant to
scratches and stains.

The hardware options can be
customized, just like the design
of our furniture. Wether for a
handle or a hinge we will
accompany you for the best personalization of your order.
These pieces, are made to last
throughout ages.

Our expertise

A regular maintenance fo the
furniture, followed by the proper
instructions, will restore it’s natural
new look.
Our ultra mat catalysts lacquer
offer the best protection against
UV and the finest resistant features
upon possible wear. This
would be the ideal option for
customers who do not wish to
constantly have to maintain their
furniture.

Schlack. Design: Gilles Lamothe
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High-end furniture / Custom made

Our expertise

Upholstery
Our upholsters hold the ability to
conceive armchairs and sofas in
accordance to the rules of art.
The solid wood structures
screwed and glued, the spring
suspensions or top-quality webbing
and our feathers and locally
sources foam are liable and
sustainable options.
Finally, the seams neatly executed
on our fabrics and leather imported
from Europe, demonstrate
the great talent or our artisans.

Cara. Design: Interversion
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